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Police find 9 stolen vintage guitars connected to year-old heist. The investigators recovered...
nine stolen vintage guitars, valued from $5,000 to $50,000 each, according to Santa Cruz police Lt. The instruments include a 1958 Gretsch Country Club, 1959 Rickenbacker Capri,

**Review: What a gay teacher learns about tragedy - and himself** From the outset, we learn that teacher Thomas McGurrin is clearly not guilty. Completing Thomas' inner circle is Dana, the lesbian best friend he left behind in San Francisco, and Mercy, the woman who
Four women say Windsor mayor, 'prince' of Wine Country, sexually assaulted them. The allegations - ranging from groping to rape - track closely with Mayor Dominic Foppoli's two-decade ascent to power in Sonoma County.

Half Moon Bay surfer's solo voyage to Hawaii cut short after electronics failure. Surfer's solo voyage to Hawaii cut short by Gregory Thomas. For more stories like this, check out The Chronicle's weekly Travel newsletter!
Listen: Hot new albums from Olivia Rodrigo, Allison Russell and Robert Finley Like fellow late-career riser Charles Bradley, who came before him, songs like "My Story" and "Country Boy" pack a lifetime of experience that make it feel as if we've been hearing Finley's stories for decades.

We need global techniques here in the U.S. Open Forum On vaccine hesitancy A global strategy for U.S. vaccine hesitancy By Michael Nyenhuis When it comes to vaccinations, the Bay Area is
outpacing other counties in California and across the country.

Giants remain hot, beat Cubs 4-3 despite wild ninth, celebrate Pride Month

Henderson/Getty Images) Cubs left fielder Joc Pederson collides with the wall as Alex Dickerson's deep fly goes for a solo homer in the third inning. Henderson/Getty Images) San Francisco Giants' Alex

In Belmont Stakes, there's a reason why Hot Rod Charlie might stand out That doesn't mean
there will be any altering of Hot Rod Charlie's training regimen.

"When I first started training with guys like Charlie Whittingham and Laz Barrera, you really got to learn that you can't take

Review: Dream cast saves David Weil's new limited series, 'Solos ,' from camp overload

Anne Hathaway in "Solos ." Dame Helen Mirren in "Solos ." Constance Wu in "Solos ."

Global chip shortage could hamper Bay Area companies'
production of items like guitar pedals and sex toys. To ramp up supply, the Biden administration has pledged $50 billion to bolster the country's chip making abilities as part of its planned infrastructure bill.

Walkup's company designs, builds and sources a

But hot spots are emerging in other parts of the country. And several hot spots have emerged in pockets around the country, fueled by the spread of a more infectious variant of the virus and people tossing aside their masks and
abandoning social distancing protocols.

**Vincent among hot new albums**

NEW ALBUMS Black Keys, "Delta Kreme" (Nonesuch) On their 10th studio album, the Ohio duo (and veteran Outside Lands festival headliners) are paying homage to the Mississippi hill country blues that has served as
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